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ABSTRACT

A new data acquisition (DAQ) system was developed to fulfil the requirements of the Gamma-Ray

Spectrometer (GRS) JET – EP2 (joint European Torus enhancement project 2), providing high-

resolution spectroscopy at very high count rate (up to few MHz). The system is based on the Advanced

Telecommunications Computing Architecture TM (ATCATM) and includes a Transient Record (TR)

module with 8 channels of 14 bits resolution at 400 MSamples/s (MSPS)  sampling rate, 4GB of

local memory, and 2 field programmable gate array (FPGA) able to perform real time algorithms

for data reduction and digital pulse processing.

Although at 400 MSPS only fast programmable devices such as FPGAs can be used either for

data processing and data transfer, FPGA resources also present speed limitation at some specific

tasks, leading to an unavoidable data lost when demanding algorithms are applied. To overcome

this problem and foreseeing an increase of the algorithm complexity, a new digital parallel filter

was developed, aiming to perform real time pulse processing in the FPGAs of the TR module at the

presented sampling rate. The filter is based on the conventional digital time invariant trapezoidal

shaper operating with parallelized data while performing Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) and Pile Up

Rejection (PUR). The incoming sampled data is successively parallelized and fed into the processing

algorithm block at one fourth of the sampling rate. The following data processing and data transfer

is also performed at one fourth of the sampling rate.

The algorithm based on data parallelization technique was implemented and tested at JET facilities,

where a spectrum was obtained. Attending to the observed results, the PHA algorithm will be

improved by implementing the pulse pile up discrimination.

1. Introduction

The Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) is one of the methods used to study the fast particles

behavior in tokamaks allowing a direct measurement of the rates at which the energy production

reactions occurs [1]. The JET – EP2 program aims to excel some limitations as energy resolution

signal background and time resolution, inherent to the existing GRS diagnostics [2, 3], and fully

exploit the flux increase provided by future high power experiments at JET and ITER [2, 3]. One

of the program tasks is the development of a new DAQ system capable to perform high-resolution

spectroscopy at very high count rate.

The DAQ system is based on ATCATM [4] and includes a multi-core x86-based General Purpose

Processor (GPP) composed by an Advanced Technology Extended (ATX) motherboard linked to

a PCI Express (PCIe) switch through x16 PCIe lane [5] and a Transient Record (TR) module

interconnected through x4 PCIe links. This DAQ system will be interfaced to the JET Control

and Data Acquisition System (CODAS) through a FireSignal node [6].

The TR module comprises two blocks, each with 4 channels of 14-bit resolution at up to 400

MSamples/s (MSPS) sampling rate (ADS5474), 2GB Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic

Random Access Memory (DDR2 SDRAM), and an FPGA from XilinxTM Virtex 4 family
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(XC4VFX60-1152) [7].

The FPGAs act as the module core and are responsible for (i) Controlling analogue inputs

calibration, clocks configuration and triggering modes; (ii) Interfacing local memory and gigabit

communication through PCIe links; (iii) Managing local memory data storage and reading; and

(iv) Data reduction/processing: Performing data reduction based on real time digital pulse processing.

Although at 400 MSPS only fast programmable devices such as FPGAs can be used for both

data transfer and data processing, at such high sampling rate, also some FPGA resources have

speed limitation when performing some specific tasks (e.g. 400MSPS are out of Virtex-4 first in

first out memory’s (FIFO) range [8]) leading to an unavoidable data loss. To overcome this limitation

all acquired data is parallelized and sampled at one fourth of the sampling rate, as described in

section 2. Moreover, this method also allows extending the algorithm complexity, and opens the

possibility of interleaving channels to increase the sampling rate.

2. DATA PARALLELIZATION METHOD

The 14-bit of each free-running ADC channel are directly attached to the FPGA, where data goes

through several real time buffering and processing stages before being transferred to local memory,

as depicted in fig.1.

At the first stage (pre buffer block) the signal is applied to Input Dual Data Rate (IDDR) dedicated

registers and converted into a 16-bit word. The second stage comprises a parallel buffer block,

where a FIFO with independent I/O clocks builds a 64-bit word composed by four 16-bit parallel

words, sampled at one fourth of the input clock (parallelized data). Data output shares three

simultaneous paths. Depending on the selected operating mode, the correspondent output is stored

at local memory and later retrieved through PCIe links. The three operating modes are: (i) Raw data

– all acquired data is stored in local memory; (ii) Pulse data – only pulses, identified with a 64-bit

time stamp header (pulse event time), are stored in local memory, leading to a significant reduction

of irrelevant incoming data; (iii) Processed data – real time pulse processing algorithms are applied

to perform PHA with PUR, returning a 48-bit time stamp plus 16 bit pulse energy  (64-bit word) per

detected pulse.

The first and second operating modes do not require fine changes when parallelized data is

performed. The exception occurs when a complex trigger threshold algorithm for pulse detection in

the second mode is applied (e.g. when averages are used).

The third block performs complex algorithms for parallel pulse processing which requires the

careful selection of a frame, as described in the following section.

3. PARALLEL PULSE PROCESSING

The processed data operation block is one of the most desirable goals to be attained with the TR

module. While in raw data mode at 400MSPS the 2GB memory will be filled up by one channel in

2.5 seconds, in the processed mode estimating 2Mevents/s it will take ~ 2 minutes to be filled up,
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which is a significant increase in the number of useful stored data.

The developed parallel pulse processing algorithm implemented in the FPGA is based on the

conventional time-invariant Digital Trapezoidal Shaper (DTS), well known from literature as a

powerful technique in high resolution and high count rate pulse spectroscopy [9].

Considering the trapezoid as an Infinite Impulse Response filter (IIR), where the output always

depends on previous inputs in a serial behavior, the novelty is the ability to perform pulse processing

regarding parallel data as if it was in series.

As shown in fig.2, the developed parallel algorithm is composed by the DTS, the Edge Detector

(ED) and the Energy Resolver (ER) modules, described in sections 3.1 to 3.3. Parallel input data

(vn(t)) should be assumed as a matrix of 4×16 (four 16-bit words).

3.1 DTS MODULE

DTS is the module that performs recursive parallel trapezoid filter applying the following equations,

deduced from the conventional trapezoidal forms [10]:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where n = [0.3] represents each parallel data and t is the sampling period.

Equation (1) performs the first stage of the DTS module, composed by two delays-subtract

units, in series: the Fine aDjuSt delay (FDS) and the Coarse aDjuSt delay (CDS). Data is delayed

by user defined variables K and L, respectively, and subtracted to the present data. K delay variable,

from FDS unit, ranges from 0 to 15 and is capable of subtracting data from different raw positions

as unit steps are allowed (x = [0.3]). L delay variable, from CDS unit, ranges from 0 to 255 in steps

of four (only subtractions between data at the same raw position are permitted).

The dk,l (t) outcome follows to the High Pass filter Deconvolver (HPD) composed by an

accumulator pn (t) (eq.2) which result is summed to the signal adjustable pole-zero cancelation

(parameter M calculated accordingly to the pulse decay time constant ƒ) returning rn (t) (eq.3).

When HPD is supplied with a sampled exponential pulse with ƒ, it returns a step signal that can be

used to calculate the pulse energy. The last ACCumulation (ACC) given by sn (t) (eq. 4) completes

the trapezoid.

Since DTS is a linear time-invariant system, the units order is neutral, however to avoid an

overflow due to the accumulations, the HPD is placed after de FDS and CDS units. As a result,

n

dkl (t) = vn
 (t) - vn-x

 (t-k) - vn
 (t-l) + vn

 (t-k-k) n

Σ
n

i=0
pn

 (t) = p3
 (t-1) +      dkl(t) n

rn
 (t) = pn

 + M × dkl(t) n

Σ
n

i=0
sn

 (t) = s3
 (t-1) +      ri (t) 
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DTS converts each acquired exponential pulse into a symmetrical trapezoid with a rising (falling)

edge length given by the minimum between K and L and a flat top length equal to the absolute

value of the difference between K and L [10].

Due to accumulations and sums (to avoid overflow) all the HPD equations as well as  present a

32-bit length.

3.2. ED MODULE

Simultaneously with the DTS unit, an Edge Detector (ED) triggers each time one of the four parallel

data reaches the pre-defined threshold. The ED returns a four bit word, related to the data raw

position and aligned with the trapezoid output (sn (t))). In the presence of a trigger the corresponding

ED bit goes high.

The trigger is calculated by the difference between the average values (1, 2 or 4) of successive

samples. The average is used to provide a trigger less sensitive to gaps oscillation between acquired

values [11]. According to the example depicted in figure 3, if  a trigger event is present.

3.3. ER MODULE

The Energy Resolver (ER) is the last module of the processing block and receive  and  as inputs.

When  signals a trigger event,  presents the trapezoidal shape of the detected pulse and the resolver

starts to calculate the corresponding  pulse energy that is determined by the difference between flat

top values (E) and the estimated Baseline (B) of the trapezoids. The algorithm flowchart is depicted

in fig.4.

When a trigger event occurs, the x variable is set to zero and is incremented at each fourth of the

sampling clock frequency.  If k <x < l, equations (5) and (6) are applied:

 (5)

                                         (6)

While x is smaller than 2L + K (well defined trapezoid), and if no other trigger events occur, the

energy of this event (Er) is calculated (Er = E - B).

Note that although ER outcome isn’t parallelized data, it is still sampled at one fourth of the

input sampling rate. is converted to 16-bit word and signaled with the related 48-bit time stamp,

returning a 64-bit word from the module.

4. RESULTS

The presented parallel pulse processing algorithm was implemented in the ATCA TR module and

tested with pulses from a raw data base restored in a Tektronix Arbitrary waveform generator

Σ
n

i=0
E = E  +      si (x) 

Σ
n

i=0
B = B  +      si (x - l) 
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(AWG420). Figure 5 depicts, as example, one of the acquired pulses from raw data operating mode

and the corresponding trapezoidal output . For calibration purposes, the  plot is possible in an extra

operating mode, the calibration mode (not to be used during normal TR operation). It is also shown

the gamma ray single energy plus noise distribution spectra obtained with the processed operating

mode acquisition.

To evaluate the method efficiency, the same pulses were applied to an offline not parallelized

algorithm running in a standard PC. Comparing both spectra it was concluded that the conventional

time-invariant digital trapezoidal shaper validity is ensured using the parallelized method.

The parallelized algorithm is also being tested at JET facilities.

CONCLUSIONS

The processing operating mode is one of the tasks to be attained with the TR module due to the

significant increase in the number of useful stored data, when compared with the raw data operating

mode.

In order to prevent data losses due to speed limitations in some FPGA resources at high sampling

rate, foreseen an increase in algorithm complexity and provide interleaved architectures between

channels, the parallelized processing method, based on classical trapezoidal filter, was developed.

The developed parallelization method may also be used as interface to other processing algorithms

(e.g. less pulse shape dependence than the trapezoidal filter), subjected to the FPGA resources

availability.

Attending to the results obtained with pulses restored in AWG420 it was concluded that the

classical filter validity is ensured using the parallelized method.

To overcome some limitations inherent to the classical trapezoidal shaper next steps are being

considered for baseline restoration, since the performance of an IIR filter drops if the signal baseline

is not stable [12], and for the pulse pile up discriminator capability.
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Figure 1: FPGA stages diagram. The input 14-bit@400MHz acquired data is buffered and parallelized into a 4x16-
bit@100MHz word and then sent to the three operating blocks. The chosen operation mode is stored at local memory
and later retrieved through PCIe links.
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Figure 2: Parallel pulse processing diagram. The input
parallelized data vn(t)goes to the DTS module to apply
the trapezoidal filter and to the ED module to detect
trigger events. The returning result follows to the ER
module to perform PHA with PUR.

Figure 3: Trigger edge detection scheme. When one of
the four parallel data reaches the pre-defined threshold ,
meaning that a trigger event is present.

Figure 4: ER Flowchart. When a trigger event occurs the ER starts to calculate the corresponding pulse energy,
which value is considered if no other trigger events occur during this pulse.
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Figure 5: Results obtained with real time pulse processing algorithm inside FPGA, using acquired raw data with
single energy amplitude plus noise, stored in AWG420 and sampled at 200MHz: a) Pulse event; b)  Corresponding
trapezoidal shape (k=8, l=24); c) Spectra build with 400k Er values.
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